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HYBRID HEAT PUMP UPGRADE PROGRAM 
 
ELIGIBILITY CHECKLIST FOR THE 2019 HYBRID HEAT PUMP UPGRADE PROGRAM REBATE 
FROM WESTAR 
 
To be eligible for a rebate, the customer or property must be: 

- Served directly by Westar 
- On a residential meter 
- Deemed to be current on their account 
- The homeowner or the account-holder (with approval from the homeowner) 
- Replacing an existing non-heat pump central air conditioner and upgrading to a hybrid (also 

called a dual-fuel) heat pump 
              ELIGIBLE? 

Questions YES NO Reason  
I upgraded from central air with a propane or natural 
gas furnace to a dual fuel HP 

X  Definition of the program 

I replaced a dual fuel HP system with a new dual fuel 
HP system 

 X Only upgrades are eligible, not 
like-for-like systems 

I re-used my existing furnace for my new dual fuel 
HP system 

X  Ok to do so 

I installed a dual fuel HP system that uses wood for 
heat 

X  Ok to do so 

Are non-heat pump systems eligible?  X Must be a hybrid heat pump 
I upgraded from a gas furnace to a total electric heat 
pump or from a gas furnace to a geo system 

 X Program is only for new hybrid 
upgrades that keep their 
existing fuel heating source 

I used my local contractor to do installation X  Ok to do so 
I installed system myself X  Ok w/ proof of purchase 
I installed a hybrid HP system in my non-primary 
residence 

X  If served by Westar or KCPL in 
Kansas 

I installed a dual fuel HP system in my rental home X  If served by Westar or KCPL in 
Kansas 

I installed system more than 90 days ago  X 90 days to turn in paperwork 
I built a new house with a heat pump.  Am I eligible?  X This program is for the 

replacement market only 
Can the name on the Westar account get the rebate, 
if different from the owner? 

X  With written permission from 
property owner 

Are employees or retirees eligible?  X  If served by Westar or KCPL in 
Kansas 

 


